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Letter dated 22 October 2001 from the Secretary-General
addressed to the President of the Security Council
As requested by the Permanent Representative of Papua New Guinea to the
United Nations, I am forwarding, for the attention of the Security Council, his letter
to me, dated 14 September 2001 (see annex), requesting assistance from the United
Nations for the implementation of the Bougainville Peace Agreement, especially in
the area of weapons collection and disposal.
Members of the Security Council are aware of the role played by the United
Nations Political Office in Bougainville, in conjunction with the Peace Monitoring
Group, in support of the process that led to the Bougainville Peace Agreement, a
copy of which is attached to the letter from Ambassador Donigi (see enclosure 2). It
is my intention, with the concurrence of the Council, to respond positively to the
request from the Government of Papua New Guinea, which is supported by the
Bougainville parties. In addition to the existing mandate, as specified in my letter of
2 June 1998 addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/1998/506), the
United Nations Political Office in Bougainville will accordingly perform the
following functions, as spelled out in part E of the Bougainville Peace Agreement:
(a)

Continue its work in conjunction with the Peace Monitoring Group;

(b) Chair the Peace Process Consultative Committee Subcommittee on
Weapons Disposal, which is comprised of representatives of the parties and the
Peace Monitoring Group. The functions of the Subcommittee include promoting
public awareness and developing, managing and implementing the process of
weapons disposal;
(c) Report to the Peace Process Consultative Committee Subcommittee as
and when councils of chiefs/elders inform the United Nations Political Office in
Bougainville that the ex-combatants in their respective communities are ready to
disarm, the remaining Papua New Guinea Defence Force and Police Mobile Units to
withdraw and weapons to be placed in containers;
(d) Carry out such inspections and inquiries as it may consider necessary to
each stage of the weapons disposal process, verify the collection and storage of
weapons, and report its findings to the Peace Process Consultative Committee;
(e) Hold one of the keys for the dual-locking systems in the containers in
which the weapons are stored;
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(f) If called upon by any of the parties to do so, verify and certify, with the
assistance of the Peace Monitoring Group, whether there has been substantial
compliance by the parties in the handing over of weapons and whether the weapons
are securely contained, thereby making it conducive to the holding of the first
election for an autonomous Bougainville Government, or whether those elections
should be deferred and, if so, for how long.
It is my hope that the implementation of the Agreement, especially the handing
over of weapons by the ex-combatants, will clear the way for post-conflict peacebuilding activities and help ensure that the people of Bougainville benefit materially
from the return of a lasting peace to the island.
The United Nations Political Office in Bougainville will carry out these
activities in close consultation with the Department for Disarmament Affairs and the
United Nations Development Programme. Its expanded mandate will require the
setting up of a sub-office in Buka and additional resources. The overall financial
implications for the Office are estimated at $2.3 million for the period from January
to December 2002 and will be covered from resources provided for special missions
during the biennium 2002-2003. As in the past, I will keep the Council regularly
informed of the progress in the work of the Office.
I should be grateful if you would kindly make the text of the present letter and
its annex available to the members of the Security Council.
(Signed) Kofi A. Annan
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Annex
Letter dated 14 September 2001 from the Permanent
Representative of Papua New Guinea to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General
This week is certainly not a week of celebration, in view of the disaster that
has befallen this city of ours. I am certain that everyone at the United Nations and at
the Missions to the United Nations have been touched in some way. Some of our
countries have also lost citizens. Papua New Guinea has been spared in this respect,
but the enormity of the murderous intent with which the perpetrators have
consummated their plans has just begun to be felt by many. We grieve for those who
have lost their lives and we pray for those who have been wounded, the families of
those lost and the many brave souls who are working tirelessly in the rescue
operations.
Amidst all this carnage and this sad and sorrowful occasion, we feel much
humbled in presenting to you a signed copy of the Bougainville Peace Agreement
(see enclosure 2).*
Attached also is our aide mémoire (see enclosure 1),* setting out a brief
summary of what the Government of Papua New Guinea seeks from the Security
Council. We draw your attention in particular to paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of the aide
mémoire.
Consistent with the statement by the President of the Security Council on 14
August 2001, we therefore seek the endorsement of the Security Council of the
request of the Government of Papua New Guinea, as contained in paragraph 7(2) of
the aide mémoire.
We would be grateful if you could communicate the present letter of request,
on behalf of the Government of Papua New Guinea, to the President and members of
the United Nations Security Council, together with the Bougainville Peace
Agreement and the aide mémoire.
(Signed) Peter D. Donigi
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

Enclosures to be reproduced in language of submission only.
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Enclosure I

AIDE MEMOIRE
Presentation of the BoufainvUle Peace Agreement, and Formal Request
Observer Mission in Bougainville. Papua New Guinea (T3NPOB /
UNOMBÏ
1.

Papua New Guinea is pleased to present the United Nations Security
Council with a copy of the Bougainville Peace Agreement, which was
signed in Arawa on 30 August 2001.

2.

This Agreement is the culmination of more than two years of
discussion between the Government of Papua New Government and
the other parties involved in the peace process in Bougainville, Papua
New Guinea.

3.

The Agreement is in three main parts:
(1)

Autonomy;

(2)

Referendum; and

(3)

Weapons Disposal Plan.

The signatures made on behalf of the parties appear at the end of the
Agreement.
4.

An outline of the Agreement, jointly prepared as an agreed summary
by all of the parties, is appended for information.

5.

The Agreement itself contains a number of commitments made by the
Government of the Independent State of Papua New Guinea in respect
of the United Nations Security Council:
(1)

to table the Bougainville Peace Agreement in the United
Nations Security Council (Paragraph 334);
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(2)

to request the United Nations Security Council to agree
that UNPOB / UNOMB i. continue monitoring and reporting on
implementation of agreed arrangements as
provided in the Ceasefire Agreement,
(Paragraph 334); and
ii. assist in implementing the Resolution on
Weapons Disposal adopted by the Peace
Process Consultative Committee (PPCC) on 9
May and included in Part E of the Bougainville
Peace Agreement (Paragraph 330 (a)).

• In relation to (2).i, the Agreement envisages that UNPOB /
UNOMB will continue to chair the PPCC (Paragraph 335),
as provided in the Ceasefire Agreement (which was signed
on 30 April 1998).
• In relation to (2).ii , the Agreement notes that the decision
on the final fate of the weapons at Stage 3 of the agreed
weapons disposal plan means that there may be a
requirement for 'a continuing presence' by UNPOB /
UNOMB 'for a short period to conclude their assignment...
during implementation', and that the likely exit-date is
'around the middle and not later than the end of 2002'
(Paragraph 330 (b) and (c)).
6.

The details of the role that the Agreement foresees for UNPOB /
UNOMB in relation to implementation of the agreed weapons
disposal is for UNPOB / UNOMB to (1)

chair the sub-committee to be established to develop,
manage and implement weapons disposal on behalf of
the Peace Process Consultative Committee (PPCC); and
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(2)

participate in implementation as follows:
Stage 1 - receive and transmit information when
particular areas arc ready for ex-combatants to
disarm and re-integrate into the community .... and
verify the safe storage of weapons after they have
been handed in and placed in sealed containers by
unit commanders;
Stage 2 - supervise storage, and hold one of the
two keys necessary to open the containers which
will be provided at a small number of central
locations;
the
Constitutional amendments
required to implement the Agreement will take
legal effect on verification by UNPOB / UNOMB
that 'the weapons are in secure, double-locked
containers under its supervision' — pending a final
decision on the fate of the weapons, which should
be made within the following 4 V% months; and
Stage 3 - when the decision on the final fate of the
weapons is made, be available to verify and
certify, with the assistance of the neutral, regional
Peace Monitoring Group, whether there has been
substantial compliance in the handing in of
weapons and whether the level of security makes it
conducive to hold the first elections for the
autonomous Bougainville Government, and to
report to the PPCC on whether the elections should
be deferred, and the length of any deferral.

• In order to be effective in the role envisaged in the
Agreement, UNOMB 'will carry out such inspections and
enquiries as its representative considers necessary at each
stage, verify the collection and storage of weapons, and
report its findings regularly, frequently and fully to the
PPCC, with respect for such confidentiality as may be
required.'
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• The agreed weapons disposal plan contains an assurance that
the parties will co-operate with UNOMB, and ensure it can
carry out its responsibilities efficiently and effectively.
7.

Papua New Guinea, therefore (1)

presents the Bougainville Peace Agreement; and

(2)

respectfully requests that UNPOB / UNOMB:
i. continue monitoring and reporting on
implementation of agreed arrangements as
provided in the Ceasefire Agreement, and
ii. assist in implementing the Resolution on
Weapons Disposal adopted by the Peace
Process Consultative Committee (PPCC) on 9
May and included in Part E of the Bougainville
Peace Agreement (Paragraph 329).

8.

The request is made with sincere appreciation for the Statement to the
Press of 14 August 2001, in which the President of the United
Nations Security Council noted that the United Nations Political Office in Bougainville
has consistently played an important "good offices" role.
UNPOB should continue this role, including with regard to
weapons collection and disposal.

14 SEPTEMBER 2001
PERMANENT MISSION
UNITED NATIONS

BOUGAI
Signed at

EW GUINEA TO THE
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INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE
This agreement is a joint creation by the Government of the Independent State of Papua
New Guinea and Leaders representing the people of Bougainville ("the Parties") to
resolve the Bougainville conflict and to secure a lasting peace by peaceful means.
It is intended to further the objectives of The Burnham Truce, the Lincoln and Ceasefire
Agreements and other agreements and understandings between the parties.
This Agreement will be implemented through consultation and co-operation, and will
form the basis for drafting constitutional amendments and other laws in order to give
legal effect to this Agreement.
The Bougainville Parties will work through the autonomous Bougainville Government
when it is formed.
The Agreement has three pillars. They are as follows.
1. Autonomy
The Agreement provides for arrangements for an autonomous Bougainville
Government operating under a home-grown Bougainville Constitution with a right to
assume increasing control over a wide range of powers, functions, personnel and
resources on the basis of guarantees contained in the National Constitution.
2. Referendum
The agreement provides for the right, guaranteed in the National Constitution, for a
referendum among Bougainvilleans' on Bougainville's future political status.
The choices available in the referendum will include a separate independence for
Bougainville.
The referendum will be held no sooner than ten years, and in any case no later than
fifteen years, after the election of the autonomous Bougainville Government.
The actual date of the referendum will be set taking account of standards of good
governance and the implementation of the weapons disposal plan.
The outcome of the referendum will be subject to ratification (final decision making
authority) of the National Parliament.
3. Weapons Disposal Plan
The agreed weapons disposal plan will proceed in stages, area by area around
Bougainville, beginning as soon as is practicable.
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Enclosure II

BOUGAINVILLE PEACE
AGREEMENT

Signed at Arawa

30 August 2001
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INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE
This agreement is a joint creation by the Government of the Independent State of Papua
New Guinea and Leaders representing the people of Bougainville ("the Parties") to
resolve the Bougainville conflict and to secure a lasting peace by peaceful means.
It is intended to further the objectives of The Burnham Truce, the Lincoln and Ceasefire
Agreements and other agreements and understandings between the parties.
This Agreement will be implemented through consultation and co-operation, and will
form the basis for drafting constitutional amendments and other laws in order to give
legal effect to this Agreement.
The Bougainville Parties will work through the autonomous Bougainville Government
when it is formed.
The Agreement has three pillars. They are as follows.
1. Autonomy
The Agreement provides for arrangements for an autonomous Bougainville
Government operating under a home-grown Bougainville Constitution with a right to
assume increasing control over a wide range of powers, functions, personnel and
resources on the basis of guarantees contained in the National Constitution.
2. Referendum
The agreement provides for the right, guaranteed in the National Constitution, for a
referendum among Bougainvilleans' on Bougainville's future political status.
The choices available in the referendum will include a separate independence for
Bougainville.
The referendum will be held no sooner than ten years, and in any case no later than
fifteen years, after the election of the autonomous Bougainville Government.
The actual date of the referendum will be set taking account of standards of good
governance and the implementation of the weapons disposal plan.
The outcome of the referendum will be subject to ratification (final decision making
authority) of the National Parliament.
3. Weapons Disposal Plan
The agreed weapons disposal plan will proceed in stages, area by area around
Bougainville, beginning as soon as is practicable.
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After the constitutional amendments implementing this Agreement have been passed
by the National Parliament and by the time they take legal effect, remaining Defence
Force and Police Mobile Unit personnel will have been withdrawn from Bougainville
and weapons will be held in secure containers.
The containers will have two separate locks with the key to one held by the United
Nations Observer Mission on Bougainville (UNOMB) and the other by the relevant
ex-combatant Commander.
The UNOMB will verify that all parties are acting in accordance with the agreed
weapons disposal plan.
A decision on the final fate of the weapons should be taken within four and a half
months of the constitutional amendments coming into effect.
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THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

A. ROLE AND STATUS OF THIS AGREEMENT

14

1.

This Agreement is the basis for drafting the constitutional amendments and other
laws, which the National Government will move to provide for implementation.

2.

The implementing Constitutional and other laws will state that they are intended
to give legal effect to this Agreement.

3.

This Agreement:
(a)

will be used as a guide for implementation and to assist the Courts
in interpreting the Constitutional and other laws, which give legal
effect to this agreement;

(b)

is intended to be interpreted liberally, by reference to its intentions,
and without undue reference to technical rules of construction.
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B. AUTONOMY
1. OBJECTIVES OF AUTONOMY
4.

On the basis of shared acceptance of the sovereignty of Papua New Guinea, the
agreed autonomy arrangements are intended to:
(a)

facilitate the expression and development of Bougainville identity
and the relationship between Bougainville and the rest of Papua
New Guinea;

(b)

empower Bougainvilleans to solve their own problems, manage
their own affairs and work to realize their aspirations within the
framework of the Papua New Guinea Constitution;

(c)

promote the unity of Papua New Guinea;

(d)

provide for a democratic and accountable system of government
for Bougainville that meets internationally accepted standards of
good governance, including protection of human rights;

(e)

ensure respect for the international obligations of Papua New
Guinea, as well as the interests of Bougainville when Papua New
Guinea enters into new international obligations;

(0

enable the National Government and the autonomous Bougainville
Government to exercise their constitutional roles effectively and
co-operatively;

(g)

provide sufficient personnel and financial resources for the
autonomous Bougainville Government to exercise its powers and
functions effectively;

(h)

maintain a mutually acceptable balance of interests between the
interests of Bougainville and Papua New Guinea as a whole,
including equity between different parts of the country.

15
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2. BOUNDARIES

5.

Bougainville's jurisdiction will extend to sea-areas where the National
Government has power.

6.

The Constitutional Laws implementing the agreed autonomy arrangements will
define Bougainville territory as extending to three nautical miles out to sea from
the coasts of islands within the boundaries specified in the Organic Law on
Provincial Boundaries.

7.

The National Government and the autonomous Bougainville Government will
develop agreed arrangements for co-operation in the exercise of their respective
powers and functions at sea.

8.

The National Government and the autonomous Bougainville Government will
agree to equitable arrangements (additional to those agreed for fishing) for
sharing revenues from activities in areas of sea and seabed beyond the guaranteed
three-mile limit and within the Exclusive Economic Zone and the continental
shelf associated with Bougainville territory.

9.

The question of whether Bougainville's maritime boundaries should be extended
beyond those agreed above will be determined through consultation between the
National Government and the autonomous Bougainville Government, bearing in
mind:

16

(a)

the mutual benefits that Bougainville and Papua New Guinea as a
whole gain from Papua New Guinea's archipelagic status; and

(b)

the agreed autonomy arrangements.
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3. BOUGAINVILLE CONSTITUTION

Bougainville Constitution
10.

There will be a constitution for Bougainville ('the Bougainville Constitution').

11.

The Bougainville Constitution will provide for the organisation and structures of
the government for Bougainville under the autonomy arrangements ('the
autonomous Bougainville Government') in a manner consistent with this
Agreement.

12.

Relations between the National Government and the autonomous Bougainville
Government will be regulated in accordance with the National Constitution and
will not be the subject of provision in the Bougainville Constitution except as
specifically provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

13.

The Bougainville Constitution will provide for the names of Bougainville and the
autonomous Bougainville Government.

Developing the Bougainville Constitution
14.

The Bougainville Interim Provincial Government in consultation with the
Bougainville People's Congress will establish a Constitutional Commission and a
Constituent Assembly to make the Bougainville Constitution.

15.

(a)

The National Government will be kept informed and allowed adequate
opportunity to make its views known as proposals for the Bougainville
Constitution are developed.

(b)

Before the Bougainville Constitution is adopted by the Constituent
Assembly, there will be consultation with the National Government about
the contents of the draft Constitution.

Constitutional Commission to Develop Proposals
16.

A Constitutional Commission broadly representative of the people
Bougainville will make proposals for a Bougainville Constitution.

of

17.

The Constitutional Commission will consult widely with the people of
Bougainville to understand their views on a Constitution for Bougainville, and
will prepare a draft Bougainville Constitution for consideration by the Constituent
Assembly.

17
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Constituent Assembly to Debate and Adopt Bougainville Constitution
18.

The people of Bougainville, through a representative Constituent Assembly, will
consider the draft Bougainville Constitution.

19.

The Constituent Assembly will debate and may amend the draft Bougainville
Constitution, and will adopt the Constitution in the manner set out in this clause.

Establishing the Constituent Assembly
20.

The parties will co-operate in facilitating the establishment of the Constituent
Assembly.

Principles and Standards for Development and Contents of Constitution
21.

Subject to other provisions of this Agreement, the arrangements used to establish
the Bougainville Constitution and the structures and procedures for the
autonomous Bougainville Government established under it will meet
internationally accepted standards of good governance.

Endorsement of Bougainville Constitution
22

(a)

Following adoption of the Bougainville Constitution, the Constituent
Assembly shall transmit a copy of that Constitution to the National
Executive Council.

(b)

Upon being satisfied that the requirements of the National Constitution for
the Bougainville Constitution have been met, the National Executive
Council shall advise the head of State to endorse that Constitution.

23.

The National Government will gazette the Bougainville Constitution upon its
endorsement by the Governor-General.

24.

The constitutional amendments will include an agreed procedure to ensure that
the Bougainville Constitution can be brought into effect without delay.

Coming into Effect of Bougainville Constitution
25.

The Bougainville Constitution will come into effect on a date after its
endorsement by the Head of State, and in the manner provided for in that
Constitution.

Legal Status of Bougainville Constitution
26.

18

The Bougainville Constitution will be supreme law as regards matters that fall
within Bougainville's jurisdiction, and Bougainville laws and institutions will be
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required to be consistent with the Bougainville Constitution. The Bougainville
Constitution will be enforceable:
(a)

in the Supreme Court; and

(b)

the Bougainville courts, to the extent provided for in the
Bougainville Constitution.

Amendment of Bougainville Constitution
27.

The Bougainville Constitution may be amended only by the Bougainville
legislature following a procedure and requirements (inclusive of voting majority)
as may be prescribed by the Bougainville Constitution.

19
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4. STRUCTURES OF THE AUTONOMOUS BOUGAINVILLE GOVERNMENT

28.

The Bougainville Constitution will provide that the institutions of die
autonomous Bougainville Government will include a legislature which shall be a
mainly elected body, but may also include members appointed or elected to
represent special interests, such as women, youth, churches.

Executive
29.

The Bougainville Constitution will provide for the autonomous Bougainville
Government to include an accountable executive body.

30.

There will be a head of the executive whose title, method of appointment, and
powers and functions will be specified in the Bougainville Constitution.

31.

The Bougainville Constitution may provide for an impartial judiciary for
Bougainville, or may provide for Bougainville to operate either in full or in part
under courts established under the national Constitution.

Powers and Functions of Legislature» etc.
32.

The powers, functions and procedures of the legislature, executive and judiciary
will be as specified by or under the arrangements in this Agreement and the
Bougainville Constitution.

Other Government Institutions
33.

The Bougainville Constitution may establish other institutions that may be
required for the autonomous Bougainville Government to carry out its powers and
functions effectively, including institutions responsible for public administration
provided for elsewhere in this Agreement (such as bodies to administer separate
public service, police, teaching service and correctional institutional services
bodies) and local government bodies.

Considerations Concerning Decisions on Bougainville Institutions
34.

Decisions made by both the Constituent Assembly and the legislature of the
autonomous Bougainville Government about establishing institutions proposed to
be part of the autonomous Bougainville Government shall be made only after
considering the costs likely to be
involved in such decisions and the
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administrative capacity necessary to implement them. Such decisions include
those about:
(a)

the number of seats in the Bougainville legislature from time to
time;

(b)

the courts within the Bougainville judiciary;

(c)

provision in the Bougainville Constitution for institutions other
than the legislature, the executive and the judiciary.

Accountability of Government Institutions
35.

The Bougainville Constitution will make provision for the accountability of all
institutions created under it.

36.

Provision in relation to accountability will include arrangements concerning a
public accounts committee of the legislature, audit of provincial accounts and
management of the revenue funds and accounts of the autonomous Bougainville
Government.

37.

Until the autonomous Bougainville Government is established through elections,
the Bougainville Interim Provincial Government will continue to operate in
accordance with the Organic Law on Provincial Governments and Local-level
Governments and also in accordance with arrangements already agreed between
the Bougainville parties.

38.

When the Organic Law on Provincial Governments and Local-level Governments
ceases to apply in Bougainville and the autonomous Bougainville Government is
established, the Bougainville Interim Provincial Government and the Bougainville
People's Congress will cease to exist.

Constitutional Office-holders
39.

Bougainville will have the power to create independent Constitutional Officeholders to carry out powers and functions within Bougainville's constitutional
responsibilities.

40.

National Constitutional Office-holders will continue to carry out their
responsibilities in areas of national jurisdiction in Bougainville.

41.

National Government and Bougainville Constitutional Office-holders may enter
into cooperative or agency arrangements to avoid gaps and duplication and to
encourage common standards.
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42.

The autonomous Bougainville Government will bear the cost of creating and
maintaining Constitutional Office-holders in Bougainville.

Appointments to Constitution»! Office-holders and Heads of Services
43.

The bodies established by or under the Bougainville Constitution to make
appointments of Bougainville judges, other constitutional office-holders, and
heads of the Bougainville Police and any body equivalent to the Correctional
Institutional Services shall include two nominees of the National Government.

Bougainville Salaries and Rémunération
44.

45.
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(a)

The autonomous Bougainville Government may establish its own
independent Salaries and Remuneration Commission under the
Bougainville Constitution to recommend the salaries and other conditions
of elected leaders, Constitutional officeholders and statutory heads
(including heads of the Bougainville Police and any body equivalent to the
Correctional Institutional Services) appointed under that Constitution; the
autonomous Bougainville Government will meet any additional costs.

(b)

The recommendations made by the Bougainville Salaries and
Remuneration Commission will take full account of advice from the
National Salaries and Remuneration Commission concerning the
maintenance of relativities of pay and conditions with those for similar
offices in other parts of Papua New Guinea and at the National level.

(c)

The Bougainville legislature will have the power to accept or reject (but
not to amend) recommendations from the Bougainville Salaries and
Remuneration Commission.

(a)

The National Salaries and Remuneration Commission will continue to
recommend the salaries and other conditions of
elected leaders,
Constitutional officeholders and statutory heads appointed under the
Bougainville Constitution until and unless the autonomous Bougainville
Government establishes its own Salaries and Remuneration Commission.

(b)

The autonomous Bougainville Government will be represented on the
National Commission when it deals with positions under the Bougainville
Constitution.
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S. DIVISION OF POWERS AND FUNCTIONS

TWO LIST SYSTEM FOR DIVIDING POWERS AND FUNCTIONS
Basis for Drafting Lists in Constitutional Laws
46.

Powers and functions will be divided between the National Government and the
autonomous Bougainville Government by allocation to two comprehensive lists.

47.

Those lists will be as exhaustive as possible of known and identifiable powers
and functions of government.

48.

The parties may be required to further consult and agree on issues that arise
during the drafting of the constitutional amendments relating to how particular
powers are to be described and where particular aspects of powers and functions
belong.

49.

The Constitutional Laws implementing this Agreement will provide an agreed
mechanism to deal with possible overlap or conflict between the two lists.

National Government List of Powers and Functions
50.

Consistent with national sovereignty, the National Government will exercise
powers and functions on the National Government list in relation to Papua New
Guinea as a whole, including Bougainville.

51.

The agreed National Government list is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defence;
Foreign relations;
Immigration;
Highly migratory and straddling fish stocks;
Central Banking;
Currency;
International civil aviation;
International shipping
International trade;

•

Posts;

•
•

Telecommunications;
Powers required for direct implementation of the National
Constitution, as amended in implementation of this Agreement (for
example, citizenship, national elections);
All other powers for which the National Government is responsible
under other provisions of this Agreement.

•
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Bougainville List of Powers ff"d Functions
52.

53.

The list of powers and functions of the autonomous Bougainville Government
will:
(a)

include all known or identifiable powers not on the National
Government list, beginning with the powers that have been
available to provincial governments under the National
Constitution;

(b)

be developed during the drafting of the Constitutional Laws
implementing this Agreement.

The Bougainville list will include the power to decide on foreign investment
applications for Bougainville, and the autonomous Bougainville Government may
establish its own administrative mechanism in relation to foreign investment
matters for Bougainville.

Bougainville to Respect National Government's International Obligations
54.

The powers and functions of the autonomous Bougainville Government will be
subject to Papua New Guinea's international obligations and human rights:
(a)

existing international obligations of the National Government will
remain in place;

(b)

the National Government will consult the autonomous
Bougainville Government before new obligations are entered into.

55.

For the sake of clarity, the parties agree that the international obligations which
apply to Bougainville include treaties and other written international agreements
to which the National Government is or becomes a party.

56.

The National Government and the autonomous Bougainville Government will
resolve any differences over Papua New Guinea's obligations arising from
generally accepted rules of international law through the agreed dispute resolution
procedures.

Subjects Not Now Known or Identified
57.

Consistent with the agreed process for the transfer of powers, any subject not
listed on either list will remain initially with the National Government, provided
that:
(a)
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where either of the Governments wishes to legislate on a subject
which is not clearly on either list, it will consult the other with a

